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My name is Richard E. Bentley. I am President of Marketing Designs, Inc., a 

marketing and consulting firm. My business address is 9133 Ermantrude Court, Vienna 

VA 22182. 

I began my career as a market research analyst for the Postal Rate Commission 

in 1973 and remained there until 1979. As a member of the Officer of the Commission’s 

technical staff (now the Office of Consumer Advocate), I testified before the Postal Rate 

Commission in four separate proceedings. Since leaving the Commission, I have 

testified before the Commission as a private consultant in every major rate case, most 

recently in Docket No. R97-1, and the most recent major reclassification case, Docket 

No. MC95-1. A more detailed account of my 20-plus years of experience as an expert 

witness on postal ratemaking and classification is provided as Attachment I to this 

testimony. 

I have been President of Marketing Designs, Inc. since 1982. Marketing Designs 

provides specialized marketing services to retail, commercial, and industrial concerns, 

as well as consulting services to a select group of private clients. 

I received a Bachelor of Science degree in industrial Engineering/Operations 

Research from Cornell University in 1972. The following year I was awarded a Master’s 

degree In Business Administration from Cornell’s Graduate School of Business and 

25 Public Administration. I am a member of Tau Beta Pi and Alpha Pi Mu engineering 

26 honor societies. 

27 B. Purpose and Summary of Testimony 

2x Major Mailers Association (“MMA”) asked me to review the Postal Service’s 

29 proposals in this case for increased rates and fees, especially the proposals that relate 

30 to First-Class Mail generally and workshare mail specifically. The purposes of my 

31 testimony are to evaluate the Postal Service’s proposed rates in light of the 
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requirements of the Act and the long-term goals of the Commission, to report my 

analyses of the major issues affecting First-Class presort mailers, and to present MMA’s 

recommendations to the Commission. 

One of the most important issues presented in this case involves the appropriate 

method for attributing costs. As it did in Docket No. R97-1, the Postal Service has 

proposed to modify the Commission’s methodology for attributing costs to the various 

subclasses and services. More specifically, Postal Service witnesses purport to show 

that labor costs -- the major cost component -- do not vary 100 percent with volume. 

This aspect of the Service’s case is fundamentally at odds with the Commission’s 

consistently held position that labor costs do vary 100 percent with changes in volume, 

The Service’s proposal to radically change the established approach to the 

development of attributable costs fosters two apparent long-term objectives for the 

Postal Service: to reduce the level of overall attribution, thereby providing the Service 

more leeway and discretion in setting rates, and to reduce the level of measured cost 

savings for First-Class Presorted letters. I urge the Commission to reject this proposal 

and stand firm on its long-standing position that labor costs do vary 100 percent with 

changes in volume.’ 

One of the Commission’s long-term goals has been to reduce the revenue target 

burden for First-Class mailers. The Commission has often noted its intent to 

recommend rates for the two largest revenue producers, First-Class and Standard Mail 

(A), that will result in markup indices that are at or near the system-wide average. 

Despite the Commission’s best intentions, however, the rates recommended in the last 

several rate proceedings have significantly increased the relative revenue burden borne 

by First-Class mailers. In light of these developments, a clear and direct way to get 

back on track to meeting the Commission’s revenue target goals for First Class and 

Standard Mail (A) would be to recommend that the First-Class l-ounce stamp rate 

remain at 33 cents. However, I recognize that, under the circumstances presented in 

this case, it may be difficult for the Commission to choose that course. 

’ In addition, I note that having to evaluate proposed rate changes under two separate costing 
methodologies unduly complicates all of the cost studies, and makes comparisons of subclass 
contributions to USPS institutional costs, as required by the Act, quite difficult. 
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A logical alternative is for the Commission to recommend a l-cent increase in the 

basic First-Class rate, as the Postal Service requests, but find other ways to reduce the 

First-Class revenue burden. One reasonable solution is for the Commission to 

recommend modest increases in the First-Class presort discounts. I recommend this 

approach to the Commission, especially in light of obvious flaws in the Postal Service’s 

proposed methodology for measuring workshare cost savings. 

The Commission can also provide rate relief to First-Class mailers by modifying 

the rate design for additional ounces. Despite a new study that purports to measure the 

impact of weight on postal costs, the Postal Service once again has failed to measure 

the precise impact that weight has on costs. Therefore, there is no valid reason for the 

Commission to change its longstanding view that, in an automated environment, mail 

processing costs are virtually unaffected by the fact that a letter weighs 2 ounces rather 

than 1 ounce. Accordingly, I recommend that the rate for First-Class 2-ounce presort 

letters be reduced. 

My final recommendation is that the Commission be especially vigilant in 

examining all aspects of the Postal Service’s claimed cost increases in this case. The 

need for this scrutiny is heightened in this proceeding because $1.7 billion or 

approximately one half of the Service’s total increased costs result from the Postal 

Service’s proposal to increase the contingency two and one-half times, from 1% to 

2.5%. 

The specific MMA First-Class proposals are set forth below in Table I. 

22 
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I Table 1 
L 
3 Comparison of USPS and MMA Proposed First Class Rates 
4 (Cents) 
5 

USPS Proposed Rates MMA Proposed Rates 
First-Class Category Discount First Ounce Discount First Ounce 

Single Piece 34.0 34.0 
.- Non-Automation 2.0 32.6 2.0 32.0 

Basic Automation 6.0 28.0 6.2 27.8 .~. 
3-Digit Automation 0.9 27.1 1.2 26.6 
5-Digit Automation -1.8 25.3. 1.8 24.8 
Carrier Route -.0.5 24.8- 6.5 24.3 
Heavy Wt Discount ~-~ - ~4,6* 4.6** 

to letters weighing over 2 ounces 

6 

I II. FIRST-CLASS RATE LEVELS NEED TO BE REDUCED 

8 A. The Commission’s Prior Recommendations and Considerations 

9 The Commission has long sought to establish and maintain an equilibrium 

IO condition for the First-Class revenue target. Nevertheless, in case after case since 

II Docket No. R84-1 the Commission has, albeit with some reluctance, recommended 

12 First-Class rates that were higher than it would like them to be. Consider the following 

I3 

I4 
I5 
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I7 
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I9 
20 
21 
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24 

Commission statements: 

PRC Op. R87-1 (at 400 and footnote 14): 

We have chosen to recommend First-Class rates which produce a greater 
contribution towards institutional costs than would have been generated by our 
target First-Class coverage 

Our decision to recommend rates which result in coverage for First-Class which is 
somewhat above the average should be recognized as a one time variation from the 
historic, near average level we continue to believe best reflects the policies of the 
Act. In future cases we expect First-Class to return to that traditional level. 
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PRC Op. R90-1 (at IV-33-4, footnote 16): 

This is the second consecutive case in which we might have raised First-Class rates 
less, and raised third-class rates more, but for the potential impact of such increases 
on third-class mailers. Thus, despite our rate adjustments, the situation in which 
First-Class mailers are providing revenues which more properly should be provided 
by third-class mailers is perpetuated. We must comment that the choice between 
unduly burdening First-Class business and personal correspondence and imposing 
even greater percentage rate increases on businesses which rely on third-class for 
essential services is particularly difficult, and the Postal Service and mailers should 
be aware that the current status is consistent with the Act only as a short-term 
remedy. 

PRC Op. R94-1 (at IV-16): 

[T]he other consequence of implementing [a reduced First-class rate] in this case 
would have included average rate increases of 17 percent for third-class, 24 percent 
for second-class regular rate, and even greater increases for the parcel subclasses 
in fourth-class mail Rate increases of these magnitudes would cause the 
Commission serious concern about their effects upon mailers...The Commission 
regards [its] pricing recommendations as compromises, but compromises that are 
appropriate in view of the extraordinary considerations in operation here. 

PRC Op. MC95-1 (at I-@(citations omitted): 

The Commission has expressed its reluctance to shift too large a share of the total 
institutional cost burden to First-Class in several recent omnibus rate cases. The 
Commission’s willingness to establish an additional subclass within Standard Mail 
should not be interpreted as a retreat from the view that the largest volume 
subclasses in First-Class and Standard Mail should have roughly equivalent markup 
indices. 

The last omnibus rate case presented the Commission with the same basic issue 

but this time the situation was complicated by the fact that the additional revenues 

requested by the Postal Service were much lower than usual. The Commission’s initial 

inclination was to hold the First-Class single piece rate at 32 cents, but found that this 

could not be accomplished “without imposing undue rate increases on other classes of 

mail.” Op. R97-1 at 275. In order to reduce the First-Class burden, the Commission 

found that “some relief can be provided to mailers of First-Class by lowering the 

additional-ounce rate and restraining increases for workshared mail.” (Id. at 276) 

5 



I B. Maintaining the First-Class l-Ounce Rate 

The instant proceeding is not unlike Docket No. R97-I. The total amount of 

additional revenues requested by the Service -- $3.6 billion -- is not exceptionally high 

compared to those in the past. However, rejecting the Service’s proposed l-cent hike in 

the First-Class single piece rate would be difficult because of the potentially adverse 

impact on other mailers. In the test year, First-Class volume is expected to grow to 100 

billion pieces. Thus, each penny decrease in the proposed 34-cent First Class rate 

represents about $1 billion of net revenue loss that would have to be made up by other 

classes. In other words, holding the line on the First-Class rate would mean that all 

other mailers would have to shoulder the burden of the entire $3.6 billion rate increase. 

It appears that would be very difficult for all other mailers to do. Therefore, I 

recommend that the Commission take the same approach it took in the last case - 

accept the Postal Service’s proposal for a l-cent increase in the First-Class l-ounce 

rate, while lowering the resulting revenue burden on First-Class mailers by reducing the 

rate for additional ounces and workshared letters. 

I am not saying that a 33-cent First-Class rate could not be justified. Indeed, 

using the traditional yardstick for comparing revenue targets, such a rate is most 

certainly justified in view of the Commission’s past preference for First-Class and 

Commercial Standard (A) mailers to have roughly the same markup indices. As shown 

in Table 2, the markup indices for these two largest sources of postal revenues are far 

from being “roughly” equal. In fact, under the Service’s proposed rates, the markup 

indices will be even further apart, with First-Class being raised from 132.0 to 145.1 and 

Commercial Standard Mail (A) being lowered from 95.8 to 75.9. Even if the 

Commission rejects the Service’s l-cent increase in the First-Class rate, the markup 

indices will still be further apart from what the Commission recommended in Docket No. 

R97-I, However, not shown in the comparisons provided in Table 2 is the possible $1.3 

billion net revenue shortfall that the Service would face under such a circumstance. 

Therefore, based on its track record in recent cases, I expect that the Commission will 

be hesitant to make such a recommendation to the Board of Governors. 
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I Table 2 
2 
3 Comparison of Markup Indices for First-Class and Commercial Standard (A) Mail 
4 Using the Commission’s Cost Attribution Methodology 
5 

Commercial 
First-Class Standard Mail (A) 

PRC Recommended R97-1 ~’ 132.0 95.8 

USPSProposal R2000-1 (34 Cents) 145.0 75.9 
USPS Proposal R2000-1 (33 Cents) 140.6 80.0 

Source: Exhibit MMA-1 B at 2A, 5 and 6 
6 

7 
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II 
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I7 
18 
I9 

If the Commission recommends an increase in the basic First-Class rate, it must 

also recognize that, overall, the First-Class revenue burden is too high and take steps to 

lower it. A reasonable place to start is with workshare letters, by far the “most profitable” 

major product offered by the Postal Service. Under the Service’s proposal, presort 

letters, which account for only 12% of the volume variable costs, will have a 244% cost 

coverage, and contribute to recovery of 32% of the total institutional cost burden. This 

highly efficient mail also contributes 7% per piece more than single piece letters to 

institutional costs, and about three times as much as an average Commercial Standard 

Mail (A) mail piece.’ This information is summarized in Table 3 below. 

Table 3 

Comparison of Test Year Finances at USPS Proposed Rates 

(4 
45% 
23% 

of Contrib 
Inst. Cost 

34% 
32% .- 
66% 
17% 

to T 

t 

244% 
180% 
142% ‘~“.‘I;$1 

’ Under MMA’s proposal for modest reductions in the rates for First-Class workshare letters, these 
comparisons will change very little. See Exhibit MMA-1 B at 4. 



To reduce the excessive revenue burden on First-Class mailers, I recommend the 

following modest increases in the discounts for workshared letters: .2 cents for 

Automation Basic and .3 cents for 3-Digit Automation. 

Another equitable way to reduce the revenue burden on First Class is to adjust 

the rate for higher weight letters, particularly letters weighing over 1 ounce and up to 3.3 

ounces.3 Letters weighing up to 3.3 ounces are processed on automated equipment at 

little or no additional cost to the Postal Service. However, the existing additional ounce 

rate structure does not reflect these operational realities. As a result, higher weight 

letters pay a very high, disproportionate premium. 

IO C. MMA’s Proposed Solution 
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MMA recognizes that, in view of the large volumes involved, the Commission 

again likely will feel constrained to make compromises when evaluating the proposed 

l-cent increase in the basic First-Class rate and the First-Class revenue requirement 

within the context of the entire case. Therefore, I have limited my proposals to modest 

changes in the Service’s proposed rate discounts for presort letters and the rate for 

presort letters weighing between 1 and 2 ounces, 

Adoption of my proposals will not achieve the Commission’s goal of having 

“roughly equal” markup indices for First-Class and Commercial Standard (A) mailers. If 

the Commission accepts all of my proposals, the markup indices for First-Class and 

Commercial Standard Mail (A) will be 143.8 and 76.9, respectively. See Exhibit MMA- 

IB at 4A. Thus, even under MMA’s proposals the unfortunate “gap” in the markup 

indices for First Class and Commercial Standard (A) will grow wider still from that 

recommended by the Commission in Docket No. R97-1. 

However, adoption of my proposals will serve to mitigate somewhat the overall 

revenue burden on First Class and will provide well-deserved rate relief to presort 

mailers, who have borne a disproportionately large share of the First-Class revenue 

burden. If the Commission’s analysis of all subclasses indicates that it can further 

reduce the First-Class revenue burden, it should do so consistent with its long-term 

goals. 

3 The maximum weight that barcode sorters can handle is about 3.3 ounces, the weight limit for First- 
Class automation letters. (TR 713123) 
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III. FIRST-CLASS WORKSHARE DISCOUNTS 

A. The Postal Service’s Quandary For Setting Workshare Discounts 

First-Class presort mail is the most important mail category within the Postal 

Service both in terms of its contribution to institutional costs and maintenance of a 

financially viable and efficient postal service. First-Class presorted letters incur just over 

one-third the volume variable costs as First-Class single piece letters incur, but 

contribute almost as much to institutional costs. See Exhibit MMA-1 B at 28. With an 

enviable record of consistently strong volume growth, the First-Class workshare 

program has exceeded every expectation in terms of its contribution to rate stability and 

the financial success the Postal Service has enjoyed over the past several years. 

But now, as I see the situation, the Postal Service has a problem. On the one 

hand, the Service continues to limit workshare discounts in its rate proposals, perhaps 

because it believes that it can barcode and sort the letters currently prepared by presort 

mailers for less than the current discounts it offers to those mailers, On the other hand, 

the Service has spent billions of dollars deploying automated barcoding and sorting 

equipment, which is working at near capacity levels. So there appears to be a 

conundrum. While the Postal Service would like to limit the revenue it foregoes from 

presort discounts, it cannot possibly handle the additional volume that could revert back 

from the presorted categories to single piece. 

So what does the Postal Service do? First, it seeks to further its long-term 

objective by narrowing further the definition of derived cost savings. Then it proposes to 

maintain First-Class presort discounts at current levels by simply disregarding its own 

witness’ derived cost savings. Table 4 compares and contrasts the Postal Service’s 

derived unit cost savings (based on the presort cost analysis presented by USPS 

witness Miller) and proposed discounts in this case, with the Commission’s derived cost 

26 savings and recommended discounts in Docket No. R97-I. 

9 



Table 4 

Comparison of First-Class Presorted Cost Savings 
And Proposed Discounts 

(Cents) 
6 

PRC Docket No. R97-1 USPS Docket No. ROO-1 
First-Class Category Cost Savings Discount Cost Savings Discount 

Basic Automation 7.2 6.0 4.9 6.0 
3-Digit Automation 0.9 0.9 1.0 0.9 
5Digit Automation 1.8 1.8 1.2 1.8 
Carrier Route 0.5 1 0.5 0.3 0.5 

I 
1 1 

Sources: Docket No. R97-1. PRC Op. at 297, USPS-T-24 at 18 1 j 
7 

8 As Table 4 shows, in Docket No. R97-1 the Commission recommended a 

9 discount of 6 cents for Basic Automation presort letters based on its finding that the unit 

IO cost savings were 7.2 cents. By contrast, Postal Service witness Fronk is now 

II proposing to maintain the 6-cent discount for Basic Automation letters even though 

I2 USPS witness Miller found the workshare -related unit cost savings for Basic 

I3 Automation letters was only 4.9 cents4 

14 Recognizing that his proposed discounts are much greater than the cost savings 

I5 estimates provided to him, Mr. Fronk designs his proposals without limiting himself 

I6 “exclusively” to cost avoidance considerations. See USPS-T-33 at 19.5 In fact his 

I7 proposal to maintain the current discount level appears to ignore such considerations 

I8 altogether 

19 In order to understand why the Postal Service is making such an apparently 

20 counter intuitive proposal in this case, it is necessary to understand the real world 

21 

4 Postal Service witness Miller subsequently updated his unit cost savings for Basic Automation letters to 
5.2 cents and 5-Digit to 1.3 cents. USPS witness Frank’s proposal to leave the Basic Automation 
discount at 6 cents was based on USPS witness Millers original 4.9-cent unit cost savings. (TR 1214663) 
5 Mr. Fronk points to three major considerations for not giving effect to the specific cost savings estimates 
that USPS witness Miller provided to him: (1) the value of mailer worksharing, (2) the avoidance of rate 
impact disruptions and (3) the prebarcoding of letters by mailers. See USPS-T-33 at 33. 
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I situation facing the Postal Service. The relevant facts and considerations are as 
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Presort letter volumes continue to grow at an unprecedented rate, while 
single piece volumes are stagnant at best. 

Despite an ambitious program of deploying automated processing 
equipment with technologically advanced barcoding functions, the Postal 
Service’s barcoding capabilities are already at capacity. Indeed, 
according to USPS witness Kingsley, the Postal Service barcoding 
operations are working at full capacity even though the Postal Service 
barcodes just one-fourth of all letters6 far less than the Postal Service 
originally anticipated and likely to be even lower in the future.7 

Workshare mailers continue to increase their capacity to prebarcode mail 
by purchasing barcoding and presorting equipment. 

Presort bureaus continue to expand further and mature. 

As witness Fronk correctly attests, the Postal Service would face serious 
operational difficulties if large portions of workshared mail reverted back to 
the Postal Service for sorting and barcoding. See USPS-T-33 at 34 
(revised); TR 21/8635-36. 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

These real world considerations point to one inescapable truth: the Postal 

Service and large First-Class presort mailers need each other.’ As discussed below, 

the workshare cost savings continue to be significantly greater than the discounts 

offered by the Postal Service. The Commission should nurture this mutually beneficial 

relationship by increasing presort discounts rather than reducing them in real terms as 

the Postal Services proposes. 

’ See TR 511693. In AP 13, FY 99, the Postal Service barcoded 25.6% of all letters, while mailers 
barcoded the remaining 74.4%. See USPS-T-10 at 8. 
‘With stagnant First-Class single piece volumes and growing volumes within both First-Class and 
Standard Mail (A) automation categories, the percentage of letters to be barcoded by the Postal Service 
in the test year will tend to go down even more. Certainly, even the Postal Service must be surprised that 
its original 1989 projection, whereby mailers would barcode just 40% of all letters, is so far off base. Sea 
USPS-T-IO, at 8, footnote 5. 
* Mailers want low rates and good service. The Postal service wants to provide good service at low rates. 
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I B. Inappropriate Changes In Postal Service Costing Methods Result In 
2 Artificially Reduced Workshare Cost Savings 

3 In Docket No. R90-1, the Postal Service argued “that the value of mailer 

4 presortation to the Postal Service is anticipated to decline” as a reason for not 

5 increasing presort discounts. See PRC Op. R90-1 at V-27. That dire prediction never 

6 materialized9 and the Commission has raised the discount each time the issue was 

7 brought before it. Now, a decade later, USPS witness Fronk has issued a similar 

8 warning. Referring to USPS witness Miller’s workshare cost savings study, he states, “if 

9 the cost data presented in this docket are the beginning of a new cost trend indicating 

IO that the value of worksharing to the Postal Service has peaked, then the mailing 

II community might anticipate smaller discounts in the future.” See USPS-T-33 at 20 and 

I2 27. The Commission should not heed this warning either, 

I3 In this case the Postal Service’s derived workshare cost savings are, indeed, 

I4 lower than those derived in the last proceeding; but only because the Service’s new 

I5 methodology insures that they will be lower. For reasons discussed below, I do not 

16 agree with Mr. Miller’s methodological changes for measuring presort cost savings and, 

I7 therefore, cannot agree with the conclusions Mr. Fronk drew from that analysis. I 

I8 encourage the Commission to be just as cautious in evaluating Mr. Fronk’s remarks, 

I9 particularly in light of what has occurred in the past.” 

20 C. MMA’s Proposed Workshare Cost Savings 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
26 
27 

In order to estimate test year workshare savings, I generally followed the cost 

analysis presented by USPS witness Miller. However, I have incorporated three 

important changes: 

1. Rather than using the Postal Service proposed cost attribution method, which 
assumes that labor costs do not vary 100% with volume, I used the 
Commission-approved cost attribution methodology from Docket No. R97-1. 

‘The truth is that the value of worksharing has not declined over the past decade and the Postal Service 
has provided nothing to show that it has. Time series cost data for presort and nonpresort letters indicate 
that over the past 10 years, unit costs in constant dollars have decreased about the same amount. See 
Order 1289, Attachment A at 2. 
” Mr. Fronk seems now to be backing away from that position. Subsequently, he stated “I have not 
alleged that the value of worksharing to the Postal Service has peaked.” See TR 1214730 
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2. Rather than accepting USPS witness Miller’s proposal to disaggregate cost 
pools into three categories, k, workshare-related (proportional), workshare- 
related (fixed) and non-workshare related (fixed), I utilized the Commission’s 
method from Docket No. R97-1 encompassing just the first two categories. 

3. Rather than using bulk metered mail (BMM) as the benchmark from which to 
measure cost savings, I used metered mail letters (MML). 

My analysis demonstrates that workshare cost savings are considerably higher 

than those derived by USPS witness Miller. Moreover, there are additional cost savings 

that the Postal Service realizes as a result of mailers’ worksharing efforts. These 

related savings include cost savings that occur due to window service costs, which 

presort mail avoids, and downstream savings that occur because presort mailers are 

subjected to additional, expensive pre-certification requirements. The latter include 

regulations concerning move update provisions and the enclosure of pre-approved, 

prebarcoded reply envelopes. Consideration of these related cost savings could add 

well over 2 cents to derived workshared cost savings, but such costs are not included in 

my derivation of presort cost savings shown below in Table 5. 

Table 5 

MMA Derived Workshare Cost Savings 
(Cents) 

Workshare Related Benchmark Workshare Related 
First-Class Category Unit Cost Category Cost Savings 

Metered Mail Letters 17.29 
Basic Automation 10.39 Metered Mail Letters 6.91 
3-Digit Automation 8.87 Basic Automation 1.52 
5Digit Automation 6.99 3-Digit Automation 1.87 

CSBCSlManual 9.63 5Digit Automation 
Carrier Route 9.16 CSBCSlManual 0.47 

~~~~-~~~~~~~ 
Source: MMA-LR-1 at 2 i 

~~~ mp~yi 

As shown in Table 6, my derived cost savings are slightly lower for Basic 

Automation, but higher for 3-Digit Automation, than the cost savings the Commission 

27 derived in Docket No. R97-1 

13 



Table 6 

Comparison of Docket No. R97-1 and MMA Unit Workshare Cost Savings 
(Cents) 

First-Class Category 

Basic Automation 
3-Digit Automation 
&Digit Automation 
Carrier Route 

Derived Workshare-Related Derived Unit Cost Savings 

PRC (R97-1) MMA MMA Proposed Change 

7.20 6.91 -0.29 
-- 

.--. 
0.90 1.52 0.62 
1.80 1.87 0.07 
0.50 0.47 -0.03 

6 

7 

8 

9 

IO 
II 

12 
13 
14 

15 
16 

17 

18 
D. MMA’s Proposed Changes to the Postal Service’s Cost Savings 

Methodology 

19 The changes that I have made to USPS witness Miller’s workshare cost savings 

20 analysis are not really changes at all. I have simply followed the Commission’s Docket 

21 No. R97-1 cost methodology to the extent possible, plus I have added in mail 

22 preparation costs. Below I discuss the reasons why I urge the Commission to accept 

23 my methodology for measuring workshare cost savings. 

As shown in Table 7, my derived unit cost savings are higher for Basic 

Automation and every subsequent category than the cost savings derived by the Postal 

Service. 

Table 7 

Comparison of USPS and MMA Unit Workshare Cost Savings 
(Cents) 

First-Class Category 

Basic Automation 
3-Digit Automation 
5-Digit Automation 
Carrier Route 

Derived Workshare-Related Unit Cost Savings 

USPS MMA MMA Derived Increase 

5.18 6.91 1.73 
1.01 1.52 0.50 
1.28 1.87 0.59 
0.35 0.47 0.12 
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1. The Commission Should Not Adopt The USPS Cost Attribution 
Methodology 

In this case, the Postal Service attributes costs on the assumption that labor 

costs do not vary 100% with volume. Although a technical analysis of the Service’s 

proposed cost methodology is beyond the scope of this testimony, my opinion regarding 

the USPS proposed cost attribution methodology has not changed since the Postal 

Service made a similar proposal in Docket No. R97-I. The Postal Service’s 

methodology reduces the amount of total attributable costs and runs counter to 

important policy goals of this Commission. 

Ever since the Commission was first established, the Postal Service has 

endeavored to maximize its own flexibility over the pricing of postal services by 

minimizing the proportion of total postal costs considered to be attributable to particular 

subclasses and services, Achieving that objective would allow the Service to assign the 

“pot” of remaining costs based on the subjective criteria of the Act. In this case, 

application of the Postal Service’s methodology reduces the overall level of cost 

attribution by $3.5 billion. Under the Service’s methodology, these formerly attributable 

costs are converted to institutional costs that can be “assigned” on the basis of 

discretionary “pricing” judgments. 

As I noted in the last case, “[l]f the Service succeeds, First-Class Mail will suffer. 

As the Commission knows, the Service has traditionally used its discretion over the 

“pot” of institutional costs to assign an excessive portion to First-Class Mail.” See 

Docket No. R97-1, Exhibit MMA-T-1 at 8. The Postal Service’s new costing method 

would also mask the use of the Commission’s traditional yardsticks for evaluating the 

historical relationship and fairness of its proposed rates.” 

The Service’s proposed change in the accepted cost attribution methodology 

would also reduce the derived workshare cost savings. Executing USPS witness 

Miller’s cost analysis but using the Commission’s cost attribution methodology increases 

the cost savings for Automation letters by 10% to 13%. These results are shown in 

Table 8. 

” These data references include cost coverages, markups and markup indices. 



Table 8 

Comparison of Unit Cost Savings for First-Class Automation Letters 
Using Different Cost Attribution Methodologies 

(Cents) 

Unit Cost Savings Unit Cost Savings USPS % Understatement 
First-Class Category USPS Method PRC Method of Cost Savings 

Basic Automation 5.2 5.9 13% 
3-Digit Automation 1.0 1.1 12% 
5-Digit Automation 1.3 1.4 10% 
Carrier Route 0.3 0.5 50% 

Sources: USPS-LR-I-162A (revised 3131100) and USPS-LR-I-147 (revised 4110100) 

7 
8 

9 
IO 

2. The Commission Should Not Remove Relevant Costs Pools From 
The Cost Savings Analysis 

II USPS witness Miller removes the costs found in 22 MODS cost pools from his 

12 analysis because he deems them unrelated to worksharing. Eliminating these costs, 

I3 which he defines as non-workshare-related (fixed), reduces his derived cost savings by 

14 .63 cents for the Basic Automation category and by about 30% for 3- and 5-digit 

I5 automation letters. The removal of such costs is inappropriate for at least two reasons. 

I6 a. Sampling Error 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

USPS witness Miller merely assumed that “unit costs by cost pool are accurate.” 

He did not perform any independent analysis to confirm his belief about the accuracy of 

In-Office Cost System (IOCS) cost data at the MODS cost pool level. See TR 713107, 

3128. That omission is troubling. 

When costs from the Postal Service’s data systems are disaggregated to very 

low levels, they tend to lose some of their accuracy. I have discussed the possibility of 

sampling errors with regard to lower levels of IOCS cost data in earlier dockets. See 

Docket No, R87-1, CPUM/ARF-T-1 at 45; Docket No. R90-1, CPUMINRF-T-1 at 15. 

Others have echoed my concerns about how well the IOCS system separately pinpoints 

mail processing distribution activities for presorted and nonpresort mail. In Docket No 

R87-1, former Assistant Postmaster General Arthur Eden testified that the IOCS may 

16 
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have some problems in providing precise cost information down to specific mail 

processing activities. He stated, “[IIt is my understanding that the IOCS was not 

designed to give precise estimates at the level of disaggregation based on tallies for 

individual operation codes, particularly for subsegments of classes of mail.” See Docket 

No. R87-1, TR 20/14,742. In the same case, Mr. Miller’s current manager also 

expressed “reservations about how well the In-Office Cost System separately pinpoints 

mail processing distribution activities for presorted and nonpresort mail.” See Docket 

No. R87-1, USPS-LR-E-151 at 4. 

Another problem with Mr. Miller’s reliance upon disaggregated cost pool data is 

that the cost pools have been significantly “massaged,” i&., separated by shape, having 

piggyback factors applied, and being projected into the test year. All these 

manipulations reduce the accuracy of the cost data. 

In sum, all things being equal, accuracy of the final results is improved by 

including data from all the cost pools in the analysis. As I testified in Docket No. R87-1, 

“I believe the aggregate of costs across all functions is more accurate than the costs for 

each of the functions taken alone.” Docket No. R87-1, See CPUM/ARF-T-1 at 45. 

The cost pools that Mr. Miller eliminated from his analysis do not affect single 

piece and workshare letters in the same manner. In virtually every case, workshare 

letters cost less than single piece letters. See TR 7/3126. The fundamental flaw in 

Mr. Miller’s methodology is that he cannot explain why the cost pools he elected to 

eliminate affect single piece and workshare letters differently.‘* 

The purpose of Mr. Miller’s analysis of workshare cost savings is to “isolate the 

savings related to the presorting and prebarcoding of First-Class Mail letters.” See TR 

7/3125. Therefore, his use of the mail flow cost models without further adjustment 

necessarily implies that other cost impacts caused by exogenous factors affect single 

piece and workshared letters similarly. I3 If this were not true, then the cost savings 

‘* His attempted explanation that .16% of single piece letters, which weigh over 3.5 ounces, can cause 
BMM to cost a penny more than Automation letters is not very convincing. See TR 7/3126-7. 3177. 
‘3 Such an assumption inherently underlies the entire cost savings analysis, yet surprisingly, Mr. Miller is 
unwilling to concede this. See TR 713124-5, 3176. 
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resulting from workshared attributes could not be isolated. Even the Commission 

realized this necessary assumption. See PRC Op. R87-1, at 472. 

But Mr. Miller acknowledged that he does not know if he succeeded in isolating 

the cost impact of worksharing between his BMM benchmark and the various levels of 

presort. See TR 7!3179. He admitted he has not studied the impact of exogenous 

factors. His excuse: he used “the best data available”. See TR 7/3094, 3178. In my 

opinion, he did not use the best data available. 

If exogenous factors impact single piece letters and workshare letters differently, 

then Mr. Miller’s CRA- and model-derived unit costs do not accurately reflect just 

workshare cost differences, his stated goal. In other words, eliminating the cost pools 

Mr. Miller removed essentially invalidates his derived workshare cost savings. 

However, if the exogenous factors impact single piece and workshare letters 

similarly, which I contend, then the observed cost differences totaling over 1.3 cents in 

the cost pools that Mr. Miller removed from consideration are more than likely caused 

by worksharing attributes. Accordingly, they should be included in, not eliminated from, 

the workshare cost savings analysis. 

In either situation, inclusion of these cost pools in the analysis will produce a 

more accurate estimate of workshare cost savings. If particular costs are unrelated to 

worksharing, as Mr. Miller claims, and the costs affect single piece and workshare 

letters alike, then including the cost pools in the analysis will have no impact on the 

derived cost differences. 

A similar conceptual costing problem arose in Docket No. R87-1 when the 

Commission ruled that incoming secondary costs should be removed from the 

workshare cost savings analysis. The cost of processing presorted letters in the 

incoming secondary was approximately 1 cent less than the cost of processing single 

piece letters, but there was no satisfactory explanation why this was so. At the time, the 

Commission reasoned that any cost savings resulting from mailer worksharing had 

already occurred before letters reached the secondary sortation. Several years later, in 

Docket No. MC951, incoming secondary costs were added back into the cost savings 

analysis because the Commission properly recognized that workshare activities provide 

I8 



cost savings through all processing operations, including the incoming secondary 

operation. See TR 7/3181; PRC Op. MC951 at IV-l 32. 

There is a lesson to be learned from the Commission’s experience with 

unexplained cost differences in the incoming secondary and Mr. Miller’s failure in this 

case to explain 1.3 cents of cost differences in his excluded cost pools. When in doubt, 

it is better to leave costs in the analysis. If the cost pools are not affected by 

worksharing, and the cost pools are accurate, then leaving the costs in the analysis will 

not impact the final results. 

9 3. The Benchmark From Which Workshare Cost Savings Are Measured 
IO Should Be Metered Mail Letters 

II 

I2 

I3 

I4 

I5 

I6 

I7 
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In Docket No. R97-1, the Commission accepted BMM as the benchmark for 

measuring workshare cost savings. In previous rate cases, the Commission was less 

conservative in measuring presort cost savings.14 A short review of the Commission’s 

choices regarding the appropriate benchmarks is provided in Exhibit MMA-IA. 

The objective of the cost savings analysis is to isolate costs that the Postal 

Service can avoid when mailers presort and prebarcode their own letters. In other 

words, benchmark letters should represent what workshared letters would be if they 

were not prebarcoded or presorted. It is reasonable to assume that such letters likely 

would still be printed and “clean.” But it is unreasonable to assume that they would 

always be properly faced, trayed, and brought to the post office for mailing: indeed, 

there is ample evidence to the contrary. 

Prior to the establishment of the presort discount in 1977, only about 4% of all 

First-Class letters were presorted. By the test year in this case, approximately 47 billion 

letters, representing about 47% of all First-Class letters, will be presorted. What 

accounts for this dramatic increase in percentage of First Class letters that are 

workshared? The answer lies in the evolution and maturation of the First-Class 

mailstream over the last 25 years, 

l4 In Docket No. R84-1, the Commission stated, “[w]e are now prepared to accept reasonable 
assumptions in the direction of finding more, rather than fewer, cost differences. See PRC Op. R84-1 at 
366. In Docket No. R90-1, the Commission chose not to be “conservative” in evaluating discounts in 
order to “enhance the Service’s automation program.” See PRC Op. R90-1 at V-20. 
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Initially, when workshare discounts were modest, growth in presorted mail came 

from those mailers that could change their mailing practices at relatively low cost. Logic 

dictates that the cleanest mail, sent out in bulk quantities (i.e., mail like BMM) was 

among the first type of mail to migrate to presorted mail status. 

But BMM letters cannot possibly account for the tremendous growth in workshare 

letter volume that ensued. In fact, as presort discounts became more attractive, mailers 

were induced to spend more upgrading their remaining mail volumes that theretofore 

had not been economic to convert to presorted mail. In other words, mail that migrated 

from single piece to workshare rates in the early years was mail that cost less for the 

Postal Service to process than the mail that migrated to workshare rates in later years. 

With the passage of time, presort categories began to mature and the 

Commission increased discounts further. Concomitantly, the type of letters migrating to 

presort letter status originated from a subset of First-Class single piece that was more 

costly for the Postal Service to process.‘5 Clearly, the letters migrating in recent years 

are not “clean” BMM letters. Even the Commission has recognized that, as the First- 

Class presort mailstream matures, additional presort volumes are “more likely to come 

either from average-cost nonpresort mail that requires more extensive change in order 

to convert, or from new mail.” See PRC Op. MC951 at IV-102, fn 37. 

The rapid growth of the presort bureau industry provides further evidence that 

over the years there has been an evolution in the type of mail migrating to workshare 

rates. In FY 98, presort bureaus accounted for approximately 42% of all First-Class 

workshared letters.‘6 See TR 21/9240-44. Mail proffered to the postal service by 

presort bureaus today more than likely would have been deposited in collection boxes if 

mailed at single piece rates. The Commission recognized this phenomenon 16 years 

ago in Docket No. R84-1 when it stated, “[T]he presort bureaus have extended their 

markets to some smaller volume users whose mail probably showed a wider variety of 

cost characteristics prior to conversions. See PRC Op. R84-1 at 364. Thus, for all 

practical purposes, in the current environment the “typical” mail piece migrating from 

” I provided similar testimony on this subject 13 years ago. See Docket No. R87-1, CPUM/ARF-T-1 at 
15. 
“According to USPS witness Tolley, the number of presort bureaus listed on the Postal Service’s web 
site has increased 50%, from 186 to 276, in just 2 years. See UPSP-TS at 41. 
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single piece to workshare rates is unlikely to possess the characteristics exhibited by 

BMM letters. 

Furthermore, notwithstanding USPS witnesses Miller’s and Fronk’s unsupported 

assertion that BMM is still the “mail most likely to convert to workshare” (see TR 7/3207; 

TR 1214843) the record in this case strongly suggests that BMM has become the Postal 

Service’s dinosaur.” For mail that supposedly is the prime candidate for migration to 

the fastest growing segment of First-Class Mail, BMM is, arguably, the least studied 

mail. Indeed, the Postal Service cannot even confirm the existence of BMM in today’s 

mailstream. See TR 21/8903-4. Moreover, Postal Service witnesses cannot even 

agree on why they used BMM as the benchmark.” 

It is fundamentally illogical to assume that there are many real world mailers who 

choose not to take advantage of workshare discounts but still voluntarily face, tray and 

bring substantial volumes of mail to their local post office. Even if there are a few such 

mailers, it would still be unfair to “penalize” all workshare mailers, who send out 47 

billion letters, with reduced discounts under the unsupported assumption that some 

voluntary worksharing would still exist if presorted mail reverted to single piece status. 

There is another factor that impacts the determination of an appropriate 

benchmark. During the last decade, the Postal Service has made significant strides in 

deploying automated letter processing equipment.lg These technological advances 

serve to reduce costs for all First-Class letters, but there is no doubt that the processing 

costs for single piece letters, which increasingly are clean, prebarcoded letters, could 

potentially be reduced more than BMM letters. In other words, the practical significance 

” USPS witness Miller used BMM as his benchmark but made no independent analysis to show that 
BMM is the mail most likely to convert to First-Class presort, or that BMM actually exists. See TR 7/3207- 
8. USPS witness Fronk could not confirm that BMM existed either, or that the volume of existing BMM 
was even an important factor to justify using BMM as the appropriate benchmark from which to measure 
cost savings. See TR 12/4844. 4846, 4857,4861. 
” USPS witness Fronk claims that BMM is appropriate because BMM “tends to have all the attributes of 
presortation/automation mail, except for the actual presortation or application of the barcode. See USPS- 
T-33 at 17. USPS witness Miller did not agree. See TR 7/3207. 
” TR 5/2015. In the test year, 94.1% of all barcoded letters will be processed on automated equipment in 
the incoming secondary See TR 512015-6, TR 511675. All First-Class single piece letters will have 
access to the new RBCS system for barcoding in the test year. See TR 14/5939. Finally, about 8 billion 
single piece letters will be prebarcoded before entering the mailstream in the test year. See TR 1214787. 
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of using an average First-Class single piece as the benchmark, rather than BMM, will 

diminish over time.” 

In summary, there are several reasons for the Commission to re-evaluate use of 

BMM as the benchmark. Although a strong argument could be made that an average 

nonpresort letter is appropriate, to be conservative I urge the Commission to adopt 

metered mail letters (MML) as the benchmark. Such letters are clean and usually 

include a typewritten address. MML letters also represent more accurately than BMM 

the type of mail that actually is migrating from First-Class single piece to automated 

rates today and will do so in the future. 

Using MML, rather than BMM, as the appropriate benchmark would simply add 

mail preparation costs to the list of operations that are avoided by worksharing, a 

concept the Commission found acceptable in the past.*’ 

I3 4. Related Cost Savings Should Be Considered In Establishing First- 
I4 Class Workshare Discounts 

I5 

I6 
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There are several other important attributes of presorted letters that are not 

currently reflected in the standard workshare cost savings analysis but do represent real 

opportunities for the Postal Service to reduce costs. These attributes include the 

enclosure of prebarcoded reply envelopes in presorted letters, presort mailers’ 

compliance with new programs to ensure the accuracy of addresses, and averted 

window service costs. 

The first two items result from Postal Service requirements that mailers must 

comply with in order to qualify for the discounts. Window service is simply a service that 

presort mailers do not use. Combined, these three special mail attributes represent 

additional cost savings of 2.8 cents per presorted letter. 

25 a. Enclosed Prebarcoded Reply Envelopes 

26 

27 

Courtesy reply envelopes enclosed in an outgoing workshared letter must meet 

certain automation compatibility requirements and be prebarcoded. When returned, 

” For the test year, this difference (excluding mail preparation) is 1.32 cents using the Postal Service cost 
methodology and 1.57 using the Commission cost methodology. 
” In Docket No. R87-1, the Commission included mail preparation costs in the measurement of presort 
savings because “fairness and equity” concerns warrant formal recognition of mail preparation cost 
savings for presorted mail. See PRC Op. R87-1, p. 472. 
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I these envelopes present a cost savings opportunity to the Service since they can 

2 bypass the entire RBCS (barcoding) operation. Such mail saves the Postal Service 

3 almost 4 cents per piece. See Exhibit KE-IA. The current rate structure gives 

4 workshare mailers no credit for the prebarcode savings these reply envelopes confer on 

5 the postal system. I have estimated the total test year cost savings due to prebarcoded 

6 letters sent out at First-Class Automated rates and returned at Single Piece rates at 

7 $205 million, equivalent to .46 cents per originating First-Class automation letter. See 

8 MMA-LR-1 at 45. 

9 b. Move Update Compliance 
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A recent Postal Service study reported that the move update programs are 

working and saved more than $1.5 billion in forwarding and return costs in FY 98 alone. 

See TR 2118896-99. That study also indicated that move update programs reduced the 

proportion of mail requiring forwarding or return service, from 5.39% to 2.73%. These 

figures indicate that move update programs have been a smashing success. Based 

upon the percentage reduction letters that require forwarding and return service, I 

calculate that savings of almost .9 cents per originating workshared letter should be 

added to derived unit workshare cost savings. See MMA-LR-1 at 43. 

First-Class presort mailers who have worked closely with the Postal Service to 

maximize the effectiveness and cost savings from the Move Update programs logically 

should share in those cost savings. However, the Postal Service’s analysis of 

workshare cost savings gives presort mailers no credit for their contributions to the 

success of move update programs. In this regard, USPS witness Miller admitted he did 

not study the issue and was unfamiliar with the Postal Service’s 1998 UAA study. He 

was not concerned that presort mailers, who helped the Postal Service achieve savings 

of more than $1.5 billion in the base year, were not adequately compensated in any 

way. See TR 713159-60, 3163, 3189. 

The Commission should not ignore $1.5 billion of savings. Failure to recognize 

that presort mailers play a pivotal role in the success of the Move Update program, at 

substantial expense to themselves, would be contrary to the concept of worksharing. 

Worksharing is not based on a system where mailers do all the work and the Postal 

Service enjoys all the savings. Presort mailers are not responsible when their customers 
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I9 Based on the derived cost savings, the additional related cost savings, and my 

20 earlier discussion concerning the USPS proposed rates and revenue targets for First- 

21 Class Mail, I recommend that the Commission increase the First-Class workshare 

22 discounts by a modest amount. The specific MMA proposed discounts and rates are 

23 provided in Tables g and 10, respectively. As shown, I recommend that the basic 

24 automation discount be increased by .2 cents and the 3-digit automation discount be 

25 increased by .3 cents, My recommendations for the other presort categories, non- 

26 automation, 5-digit automation and carrier route, are the same as the Postal Service’s 

27 proposed discounts. 

move or change address. If their positive contributions to the Move Update program 

help the Postal Service to avoid forwarding and return costs, it is only fair that they 

share in the savings they help to create. 

MMA witness Harrison has a broad knowledge of UAA issues and has worked 

closely with the Postal Service for the past several years with the design and 

implementation of the Move Update program. Her testimony describes the costs and 

necessary procedures that First-Class mailers must follow in order to satisfy the Postal 

Service’s Move Update requirements. See MMA-T-2. 

c. Window Service Savings 

Window service costs that presort mailers do not incur represent another, 

significant cost sparing opportunity for the Postal Service. While many First-Class 

single piece mailers purchase postage and deposit their mail at a post office window, 

presort mailers do not. Window service costs the Postal Service well over $700 million 

per year, equivalent on average, to about 1.5 cents for each single piece letter. 

I have not included window service cost savings in my derivation of workshare 

cost savings. Nevertheless, I urge the Commission to consider them in a qualitative 

sense when determining the appropriate discounts for presort mail categories. 

E. MMA’s Proposed Workshare Discounts 
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Table 9 

MMA Proposed First-Class Workshare Discounts 
(Cents) 

6 

7 
8 
9 

IO 
II 

Total Workshare-Related Current MMA Proposed 
First-Class Category Cost Savings Cost Savings Discount Discount 

Basic Automation 9.7 6.9 6.0 6.2 
3-Digit Automation 4.3 ~~ 1.5 0.9 ~’ 1.2 
5-Digit Automation 4.7 ~~I.9 ~. 1.8 1.8 
Carrier Route 3.3 0.5 0.5 ‘0.5 

Source: MMA-LR-1 ~ ~L.~~~-- ~- KELPS. 

Table 10 

Comparison of Current and MMA Proposed First-Class Rates 
(Cents) 

MMA Proposed MMA Proposed 
First-Class Category ‘Current Rate Rate Increase 

Single Piece 33.0 34.0 3.0% 
Basic Automation 27.0 27.8 3.0% 
3-Digit Automation 

-,~ ..- 
26.1 26.6 1.9% 

5-Digit Automation ‘~ 24.3 24.8. 2.1% - 

Carrier Route 23.8 24.3 2.1% 

12 

I3 The modest increases in presort discounts that I am recommending are lower 

I4 than the derived cost savings, and much lower than the derived cost savings would be if 

I5 I included the total related cost savings reflected in Table 9. 

I6 Under normal circumstances, the high cost coverage for First-Class as a whole, 

I7 the high implicit cost coverage for presort letters, and the high derived cost savings 

I8 would justify even larger presort discounts. However, in view of the large automated 

I9 letter volumes to which the increased discounts will apply, I am limiting my proposed 

20 increases in the discounts at this time. Limiting increases in presort discounts assures 

21 there will be no disruption in the Service’s proposed rates for other subclasses and 

22 services. 
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I IV. FIRST-CLASS ADDITIONAL OUNCE RATE 

USPS witness Fronk proposes that the extra-ounce rate for First-Class mail be 

increased by 1 cent, from 22 cents to 23 cents per ounce. To support his proposal, Mr. 

Fronk relies, in part, on a new weight study prepared by USPS witness Daniel.” 

According to Mr. Fronk, that study shows “the first additional ounce of single-piece mail 

adds 22.3 cents to unit costs, while the first additional ounce of presort mail adds 17.7 

cents to cost.” See USPS-T-33 at 25 (sources omitted). 

8 A. Background On The First-Class Degressive Rate 

9 

IO 

II 

I2 

I3 

14 

I5 

I6 

I7 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

The relationship between weight and cost for 2-ounce letters has a long, 

controversial history. The Commission established the first degressive rate in Docket 

No. R74-1 because “it reflects the characteristic that the cost of handling the first ounce 

is greater than that for succeeding ounces.” See PRC Op. R74-1 at 195. Since that 

time, the degression amount has increased from 1 cent in 1975 to the current 11 cents, 

as shown in Table 11. 

The controversy surrounding the specific cost of the second ounce seemed to hit 

a dead end in Docket No. R87-1. In that case, the Commission reiterated that its 

“ultimate goal is to set the degressive rate at a level to reflect cost incurrence.” See 

PRC Op. R87-1 at 439. Due to the lack of any reliable evidence regarding the costs 

associated with the second and subsequent ounces, the Commission issued “a 

directive to the Postal Service that the provision of definitive empirical information on the 

effect of additional ounces on costs remains a desirable goal.“23 Id. at 443. 

In that proceeding, the Commission also concluded that “letters up to two ounces 

for the most part can be processed on the new automation [equipment] at a cost no 

higher than a one-ounce letter.” See PRC Op. R87-1 at 448. This view was reiterated 

in Docket No. R94-1 when the Commission stated “letters processed with automation 

incur minimal or possibly no extra cost for letters weighing up to three ounces.” See 

PRC Op. at V-9. 

” USPS witness Fronk testified that he utilized the Daniel weight study only in aggregate terms, in order 
to support his proposed First-Class additional ounce rate of 23 cents per ounce for all shapes. See TR 
12/4874) 
23 In subsequent cases, the Postal Service failed to provide the empirical evidence requested. 
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Table 11 

History of First-Class Additional Ounce Rate Degression 
(Cents) 

9/14l75 10 I 9 1 10.0% 
I- “~ 

1 
12/31/75 13 11 2 I 15.4% 

I completely agree with the Commission. As I testified in Docket No. R97-1, logic 

indicates the following conclusion in this regard: 

The objective of automation sorting equipment is to combine letters of 
similar destination into separate bins. In doing so, the non-sorted letters 
are read and transported along conveyor belts until they reach a 
particular destination bin. At this point the letters are successfully 
sorted. The physical sortation of this mail, if successful, is unrelated to 
a letter’s weight. Therefore, any cost difference between sorting a one- 
ounce letter and a three-ounce letter is necessarily minimal. 

My statement is more apparent when applied to letters weighing up to 
two ounces rather than three ounces. See Docket No. R97-1, MMA-T-1 
at 19 (citation omitted). 

In that case, however, the Postal Service provided no relief for the Commission: 

In repeated Opinions, the Commission has urged the Postal Service and 
other parties to address the cost of processing additional ounces of First- 
Class Mail. Regrettably, the Service has again failed to respond to this 
request. See PRC Op. R97-1 at 301 (citations omitted). 
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It strengthened this view by stating, 

Notwithstanding the extensive supporting material the Service has filed, 
a glaring omission is information addressing the cost support for the 
First-Class mail additional-ounce rate. The Service’s failure to devote 
attention to this long-requested review has hindered the Commission’s 
ability to review the additional-ounce issue. See PRC Op. Rg7-1 at 271. 

IO 8. The Daniel Weight Study Contains No Reliable Information Regarding 
II The Cost Impact Of The 2”d Ounce 

12 

13 
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I8 

I9 

20 
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25 

26 

27 

28 

29 
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31 

The Daniel weight study presents some new data on the relationship between 

weight and postal costs. Her study distributes total costs by shape to various half- 

ounce weight increments on the basis of IOCS tallies and other distribution keys 

including pieces, weight and cube. However, this study still fails to address the 

Commission’s desire for reliable information regarding the specific cost impact of the 

second ounce of a letter. 

Initially, USPS witnesses Fronk and Daniel both claimed that the Daniel study 

addresses the Commission’s concerns about the effect of the second ounce on mail 

processing costs See TR 411255, TR 12/4751, and maintained that the Daniel study 

“support[s] conclusions that are contrary” to those espoused by the Commission. See 

TR 4/1255, TR 12/4755-6. Subsequently, USPS witness Daniel reversed herself when 

she conceded that “[t]he cost study reflects all the characteristics associated with the 

average piece in each weight increment” and that “since [her studies] do not completely 

isolate for the impact of weight, they do not provide the ‘specific impact of weight on 

costs’ ” See TR 411262. 

Witness Daniel admits that, in addition to weight, her study reflects many other 

factors that affect costs. These factors include (1) local/nonlocal mix, (2) origin/ 

destination pattern, (3) degree of presortation, (4) prebarcode vs. no prebarcode, 

(5) machinability, (6) delivery to a p.o. box vs. delivery by carrier, (7) likelihood of being 

undeliverable-as-addressed, and (8) likelihood of being barcoded. See TR 411263-64. 
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Moreover, Ms. Daniel concedes that these cost causative factors can affect costs 

differently for letters in varying half-ounce weight increments up to three ouncesz4 (Id.) 

Because USPS witness Daniel failed to isolate the specific impact of weight on 

costs, it is not possible to conclude, as USPS witness Fronk apparently still does, that 2- 

ounce letters cost more than l-ounce letters solely because Nley weigh more. 

Accordingly, the Daniel weight study provides no legitimate support for Mr. Fronk’s 

proposed l-cent increase in the first additional ounusz5 

8 C. The Daniel Weight Study Cannot Properly Be Used To Support 
9 Additional Ounce Rates For First Class 

IO As discussed above, the Postal Service’s new weight study provides no specific 

II evidence as to how much additional ounces of a First-Class letter adds to processing 

12 costs. The additional ounce rate element is supposed to reflect extra costs that are 

I3 caused by additional ounces. Since the Daniel study reflects the costs of several cost- 

I4 causing attributes (in addition to weight), the results, in effect, treat additional ounces as 

I5 a separate subclass. Therefore, the Daniel weight study provides no appropriate basis 

I6 for setting the additional ounce rate for First Class. 

I7 D. MMA’s Proposed Additional Ounce Rates 

I8 In the last proceeding, I suggested that the Commission adjust the First-Class 

I9 additional ounce rate structure by reducing the rate for First-Class letter-shaped mail 

20 weighing between 1 and 2 ounces. While the Commission found my proposal “not 

21 acceptable”, it did find that indications of cost savings existed for heavier letters. See 

22 PRC Op. R97-1 at 301-2. Rather than focusing its rate reductions on just letter-shaped 

23 mail or just mail under 2 ounces, the Commission chose instead to lower the rate for all 

24 heavier pieces, regardless of weight or shape. Accordingly, the Commission rejected 

XA simple example would be prebarcoded reply envelopes that generally weigh less than an ounce if 
they merely include a check for payment. If this is true, then 2-ounce letters would rarely include 
prebarcoded addresses. Thus, a portion of the cost difference between 1 and 2 ounce letters obtained 
from the weight study is caused by the reduced number of prebarcoded envelopes present within the 2- 
ounce weight bracket compared to those within the l-ounce bracket. 
” USPS witness Frank’s proposal to increase the first additional ounce rate also perpetuates an apparent 
anomaly. Under First-Class current rates, the Postal Service receives more revenue from a 2-Ounce 
automation-compatible letter than from a l-ounce nonstandard letter. But which costs more to process? 
I submit that nonstandard letters, which must be processed manually, cost the Postal Service more to 
process than a machinable 2-ounce letter. 
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the Service’s proposed penny increase and chose instead to leave the additional ounce 

rate of 22 cents per ounce unchanged. 

The Commission’s actions in the last case provided welcome relief, but not 

necessarily to the mail pieces that deserved that relief, Within the postal service, there 

are three broad production lines that service First-Class mail: one for letters, one for 

flats and one for small parcels. As the weight of a mail piece changes, so does its 

shape. Standard (as opposed to nonstandard) letters by definition have specific 

physical dimensions that assure they can be processed on automated equipment. 

Generally, letters meeting these dimensions can weigh up to 3.3 ounces. See TR 

713123. However, many of those letters will become too thick at that point anyway, 

thereby undergoing a shape change from a letter to either a flat or small parcel. 

My testimony concerns letters only. It is not to say that flats and small parcels do 

not deserve rate relief, but the impact of weight on costs for letters is far more 

predictable than for flats and small parcels. Consequently, I am confident that letters, 

not flats or small parcels, incur little or no extra cost when they weigh 2 ounces rather 

than 1 ounce. For this reason, my Docket No. R97-1 rate reduction proposal for 2- 

ounce letters was equitable in the sense that it provided relief for those pieces that 

deserved it the most.26 

I recognize that the Commission has been reluctant to modify the First-Class rate 

structure in order to administer such a targeted rate proposal. For example, in Docket 

No. R87-1 the Commission noted, “[W]e find that the record supports the conclusion 

that uniformity in the additional ounce rate avoids the complexity that different additional 

ounce rates would present to a First-Class rate structure used by the general public.” 

See PRC Op. R87-1 at 444. Accordingly, I have focused my attention on a proposal 

that brings rates more in line with costs without modifying the current uniform rate 

structure. 

Simply put, I propose that the Commission adjust the 4.6-cent heavy weight 

discount currently in place for First-Class presorted letters by allowing letters weighing 

between 1 and 2 ounces to qualify. Such a proposal is consistent with USPS Fronk’s 

” In order to be conservative, my recommendation in Docket No. R97-1 pertained to 2-ounce letters only. 
I did not alter the rates proposed by the Postal Service for mail weighing 3-ounces and above. 
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observation “that initial additional ounces cost less for presort, but that this difference 

does not continue to grow as the pieces get heavier.” USPS-T-33 at 31. At the same 

time my proposal provides specific relief for 2-ounce workshare letters that cost much 

less than the 22 cents that they are currently being charged.” Finally, as MMA witness 

Salts testifies, adoption of MMA’s proposals will effectively eliminate a counter 

productive rate anomaly that currently exists between First Class and Standard (A). 

See MMA-T-3. 

V. REVENUE IMPACT OF MMA’S RATE PROPOSALS 

To review, MMA proposes three modifications to the Postal Service’s proposed 

rates: (1) lower the First-Class Automation Basic first-ounce rate by .2 cents, (2) lower 

the First-Class Automation 3-digit first-ounce rate by .3 cents, and (3) extend the First- 

Class workshare heavy-weight discount from letters weighing over 2 ounces to letters 

weighing over 1 ounce. The potential revenue impact of MMA’s proposals is 

summarized in Table 12. 

Table 12 

Revenue Reduction From MMA’s First-Class Rate Proposals 
($000) 

First-Class 
Reduced Revenues Potential 

Rate Category 
First-Ounce Second-Ounce Revenue 

Rate Reduction Rate Reduction Reduction 

Non-Automation $ - $ 2,610 $ 2,610 

Basic Automation $ 11,241 $ 5,672 $ 16,914 ~~~. ~~~~~~~ 
3-Digit Automation $ 122,541 $ 24,733 $ 147,274 
5-Digit Automation $ 61,814 $ 12,476 $ 74,290 
Carrier Route $ 7,724 $ 1,559, $ 9,283 

Total $ 203,320 $ 47,050 $ 250,370 

Source: Exhibit MMA-IC 
20 

21 

“While MMA’s proposal does not solve the Commission’s broad concerns about the degressive rate, it is 
workable within the confines of this proceeding and revenue requirement. 
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The proposed revenue reduction of $250 million from the Service’s revenue 

target is not insignificant. However, this revenue reduction is a maximum potential 

loss, since any new volumes attracted by the lower (and still very profitable) First-Class 

presorted rates will reduce the revenue shortfall. This is even more apparent for presort 

volumes since such pieces make such a disproportionately large contribution to 

recovery of institutional costs as a result of the extremely high cost coverage for 

presorted letters. 

I also suggest that this revenue shortfall not be made up by other mailers, but by 

reducing the Postal Service’s contingency allowance. The contingency was established 

to provide a reserve for expenses that can neither be foreseen nor prevented. As 

proposed, the Postal Service has requested an extraordinary amount in contingency 

“costs” compared to the amount of additional revenues required to cover actual costs. 

For example, the Postal Service’s entire rate request raises about $3.6 billion in 

additional contributions to institutional costs. Of this amount, $1.9 billion represents 

anticipated cost increases and $1.7 billion represents contingency costs. Therefore, the 

Postal Service’s anticipated cost increases could be too low by 85% and its requested 

contingency would still enable it to break even. This contrasts to the 33% “cushion” the 

Postal Service requested and the Commission approved in Docket No. R97-1. I believe 

the 2.5% contingency costs, which is two-and-a-half times the contingency allowance 

from Docket No. R97-1, should be lower.” 

For illustrative purposes, I have determined that a contingency allowance of 2 

would enable the Postal Service to break even with MMA’s rate proposals for more 

equitable First-Class rates. 

28 Witness Lawrence But provides convincing testimony to support maintenance of the contingency at the 
Docket No. R97-1 level of 1%. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

The Commission is at another crossroads with respect to First-Class rates. Once 

again the Postal Service is attempting to test the Commission’s resolve by significantly 

increasing the gap between First-Class and Commercial Standard (A) mailers. And 

once again the Postal Service is attempting to overcharge those mailers within First- 

Class who contribute the most by far to its financial stability. First-Class presort mailers 

want the Service to succeed, but all mailers must share the responsibility of keeping the 

Postal Service afloat. Presort mailers have invested heavily in equipment and must 

know the direction in which their future lies. They wait anxiously in this case for the 

Commission to point the way. 

First-Class presort mailers need to know if the Commission is serious about 

maintaining discounts that are viable for the long term. They believe they can share the 

Service’s workload, and perform those operations at less cost. They have been doing 

so for years. All they ask is that the Commission see through the Postal Service’s 

charade. The threat of shrinking presort savings is a smokescreen simply to increase 

the already heavy, unfair financial burden that First-Class presort mailers are bearing. It 

is time for the Commission to recognize this by rejecting the Service’s workshare cost 

savings analysis and providing presort mailers with well-deserved rate relief in the form 

of modest increases in First-Class presort discounts and an extension of the heavy- 

weight discount to presort letters weighing under 2 ounces. 
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Page 1 of 4 

QUALIFICATIONS OF RICHARD BENTLEY 

Richard Bentley is president of Marketing Designs, Inc., a marketing and 

consulting firm. 

Mr. Bentley began his career as a market research analyst for the Postal 

Rate Commission in 1973 and remained until 1979. As a member of the Officer 

of the Commission’s technical staff (now Office of the Consumer Advocate) his 

responsibilities included analysis of USPS costs, volumes, rates and operations. 

As a witness on behalf of the Officer of the Commission, Mr. Bentley testified 

before the Postal Rate Commission in five separate proceedings. In Docket No. 

MC73-1, Mr. Bentley filed rebuttal testimony concerning the Postal Service’s 

bound printed matter proposal. 

In Docket Nos. MC76-1 and MC76-3, Mr. Bentley testified on changes 

proposed by the Officer of the Commission to the Domestic Mail Classification 

Schedule. Those changes concerned proposals to establish local First-Class 

rates and to eliminate third-class single piece as a separate subclass. With 

regard to the latter, it is interesting to note that 20 years later, the Commission 

has eliminated this subclass as one of its recommendations in Docket No. R97-1. 

In Docket No. R77-1, Mr. Bentley presented proposed rates for all classes 

of mail and services, including the projected volumes that would result from those 

rates. He also analyzed the rates proposed by the Postal Service and critiqued 

the volume projections presented in support of its proposals. 



First-Class presort discount. At that time Mr. Bentley presented a methodology 

for estimating cost differences between processing First-Class single piece and 

presorted letters that eventually become the foundation for the Commission’s 

“Appendix F” methodology for supporting First-Class presorted discounts. 

In Docket No. C86-3, Mr. Bentley testified on behalf of Roadway Package 

System concerning a proposed special rate increase for parcel post. In Docket 

Nos. R87-1 and R90-1, Mr. Bentley testified on behalf of the Council of Public 

Utility Mailers, the National Retail Federation, Brooklyn Union Gas, and other 

First-Class mailers. Mr. Bentley recommended and supported various rate 

discount proposals for presorted First-Class mail, and a lower fee for “BRMAS” 

business reply mail. 

In Docket No. R94-1, Mr. Bentley testified on behalf of Major Mailers 

Association with respect to several issues that concerned First-Class rates. 

These included the relationship between the proposed cost coverages for First 

and third class, the rates for First-Class incremental ounces, prior year losses, 

and the Postal Service’s changes to the Commission’s city delivery carrier out-of- 

office cost methodology. In addition, Mr. Bentley worked on behalf of Brooklyn 

Union Gas to have the Postal Service’s proposed tripling of the “BRMAS” BRM 

fee rejected, although he did not file any formal testimony. 

In Docket Nos. MC95-1 and MC96-3, Mr. Bentley again represented Major 

Mailers Association. In Docket No. MC95-1 he endorsed the overall 

classification concept proposed by the Postal Service for First-Class Mail and 

suggested that the First-Class second and third ounce rate be reduced for letter- 
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shaped pieces. In Docket No. MC96-3, Mr. Bentley compared the attributable 

costing approaches between the Postal Service and Commission and asked that 

the Commission require the Postal Service to provide the impact of proposed 

changes utilizing established attributable cost methodologies. This testimony 

was the impetus for Docket No. RM97-1 and resulted in the Commission 

amending Rule 54(a)(l) to require the Postal Service to make such a cost 

presentation. 

In the last omnibus rate case, Mr. Bentley represented both Major Mailers 

Association and the Brooklyn Union Gas Company with two separate pieces of 

testimony. For Major Mailers, he recommended that the Commission reject the 

Postal Service’s newly proposed cost attribution methodology, increase First- 

Class discounts and offer a reduced rate for 2-ounce First-Class letters. For 

Brooklyn Union, he endorsed the Postal Service’s Prepaid Reply Mail concept, 

but asked the Commission to alter it slightly with two modifications. 

In 1972, Mr. Bentley received a Bachelor of Science degree in Industrial 

Engineering/Operations Research from Cornell University. The following year 

Mr. Bentley was awarded a Master’s degree in Business Administration from 

Cornell’s graduate School of Business and Public Administration (now the 

Johnson Graduate School of Management). Mr. Bentley is a member of Tau Beta 

Pi and Alpha Pi Mu Engineering Honor Societies. 
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EXHIBIT MMA-IA 

Page 1 of 1 

Summary of Commission’s Actions on the Benchmark from which to Measure Workshare Cost Savings 

Docket No. Benchmark Commission Action 
R80-1 Avg Nonpresorted Letters Rejected CRA cost difference methodology because of the unknown 

(Proposed) impact of exogenous factors that affected the derived unit costs 

R84-1 Avg Nonpresorted Letters Accepted the CRA cost difference methodology but reduced the 
(Proposed) relevant costs from all Segment 3/4 labor costs to five major mail 

processing operations; excluded mail preparation costs; 

R87-1 Avg Nonpresorted Letters Utilized the same methodology but removed incoming secondary 
costs from the analysis while adding mail preparation costs; concluded 
that the impact exogenous factors that affect costs was small. 

R90-1 Avg Nonpresorted Letters Used the same general methodology as R87-1 

R94-1 Not Applicable Not Appicable 

MC951 Avg Nonpresorted letter Changed to a bottoms-up mail flow cost estimating methodology, 
tied to CRA costs; Decided to include incoming secondary and 
delivery costs, but exclude transportation, “other” costs and the 
contingency; Suggested that bulk meter mail might be a better 
benchmark. 

R97-1 Bulk Metered Mail Used the same general methodology as MC951 tied to CRA cost 
pools for mail processing and delivery. 

..., ..,,, ,.,,..,.. ..,. ,, .,( ..,, _.~,, ,,. -_.___..-- .., - 



Exhibit MMA-1 B 

Summary of Estimated USPS 
Test Year Finances Under 

Various Assumptions 





Summary of Estimated Test Year Before Rates Finances 
(USPS Cost Methodology) 

(Thousands Except For Units) 



Summary of Estimated Test Year After Rates Finances at USPS Proposed Rates 
(PRC Cost Methodology) 

(Thousands Except For Units) 
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Derivation of Potential Revenue Reduction From MMA’s First-Class Rate Proposals 

First-Class 

Non-Automation 
Basic Automation 
3-Digit Automation 
5-Digit Automation 
Carrier Route 
All Presorted Letters 

(1) 
Proposed 
l-02 Rate 
Reducton 

!l!z!aa 
0 

0.2 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 

(2) 
TYAR 

Workshare 
Volume 

2,586,288 
5,620,726 

24,508,201 
12,362,727 

1,544,810 
46,622,752 

(3) 

Revenue 
Reduction 

@@J) 
5 - 
$ 11,241 
$ 122,541 
5 61,814 
$ 7,724 
5 203,320 

(4) 
Proposed 
2-0~ Rate 
Reduction 

l,?cenw 
4.6 
4.6 
4.6 
4.6 
4.6 

(5) (6) (7) 
TYAR Combined 

Workshare Revenue Revenue 
Volume (000) Reduction Reduction 

1 - 2 oz. (ooo1 
56,739 $ 2,610 $ 2,610 

123,310 $ 5,672 $ 16,914 
537,670 $ 24,733 $ 147,274 
271,218 $ 12,476 $ 74,290 

33,891 $ 1,559 $ 9,283 
1,022,827 (8) $ 47,050 $ 250,370 

(1) MMA Proposal 
(2) USPS-T-33, Workpaper, p. 4 (Revised 4/17/00) 

(3) (1) x (2) 
(4) MMA Proposal 
(5) (8) based on col (2) 

(6) (4) x (5) 
(7) (3) + (6) 
(8) LR-I-91A (Revised), Pre Letters Combined spreadsheet: (46,622,752 /46,449,168) l 1,019,019 = 1,022,827 
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Comparison of First-Class and Commercial Standard (A) Unit Revenues, Costs and 
Contribtuions to Institutional Costs As Recommended by the Commission 

(Docket No. R97-1, TY AR) 
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Comparison of First-Class and Commercial Standard (A) Using USPS Cost Methodology 
(Docket No. R2000-1, TY AR) 
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Comparison of First-Class and Commercial Standard (A) Using PRC Cost Methodology 
(Docket No. RZOOO-1, TY AR) 
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Comparison of First-Class and Commercial Standard (A) Unit Revenues, Costs and 
Contribtuions to lnstitutioinal Costs Using USPS Cost Methodology 

(Docket No. R2000-1, TY AR) 
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